Isomer profiling of perfluorinated substances as a tool for source tracking: a review of early findings and future applications.
The two major manufacturing techniques for perfluorochemicals can be distinguished based on the isomeric profile of their products. ECF (major use from 1950s to 2002) results in a product containing both linear and branched isomers, while telomerization (major use from 2002 to present) typically yields an isomerically pure, linear product. Among the most important question today, which has implication for future regulation of these chemicals, is to what extent human and environmental exposure is from historical products (i.e., ECF) versus currently manufactured fluorochemicals (i.e., telomer). Perfluoroalkyl-chain branching can also affect the physical and chemical properties of these chemicals, which may influence their environmental transport and degradation, partitioning, bioaccumulation, pharmacokinetics, and toxicity. Unless perfluorinated substances are considered as individual isomers, much of this information will be overlooked or missed altogether, which could potentially lead to inaccuracies in human and environmental risk assessments. In this review, we have highlighted novel findings, current knowledge gaps, and areas for improvement based on early experiments on the disposition of PFA and PFA-precursor isomers in the environment. We have also emphasized the wealth of information that can potentially be gleaned from future work in this area, which renders routine adoption of isomer-specific methodologies an attractive and logical next step in the progression of fluorochemicals analysis. However, despite vast improvements in recent years, a fast and comprehensive method capable of separating all major PFA and PFA-precursor isomers, while removing interferences is still required before these methods becomes routine in most labs. Purified and characterized standards of PFOA and PFOS that have isomer profiles consistent with those of historically produced (i.e., 3M) PFOS and PFOA are also required. The limited data available on PFA isomer profiles that exist in the environment and the biological properties of each isomer suggest that examination of isomer profiles may yield clues on the source of PFA contamination to human and the environment. For example, contributions from historical versus current PFOA emissions can be quantified by examining the isomer profile in abiotic samples . Similarly, residual PFOS/PFOA in pre-2002 consumer products may be distinguished from directly emitted PFOS/PFOA by the existence of slight difference in isomer profile. PFOS signatures may also have the potential to distinguish between indirect exposure (via precursors) versus direct exposure (via the sulfonate), based on findings of isomer-specific and/or enantiospecific biotransformation in vitro. Isomer-specific monitoring extended to longer-chain PFAs may also be informative in determining current and historical exposure sources. Finally, given the recent increase of production of PFOSF-based chemicals, following their 2002 phase out, the ability of using isomer profiles to distinguish between historical and currently produced PFOS may also be possible.